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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

________________________________________________________________________________
INVESTIGATIVE CASE INFORMATION
CIRB Number:
TPD Case Number:
Date of Incident:
Location of Incident:

16-0642
1612-01-0093
December 1, 2016
4750 South Campbell Road #302
Methodology

The Tucson Police Department (TPD) Critical Incident Review Board (CIRB) convened to review this
incident with a focus on department policy, tactics, supervision, and equipment, use of force,
decision-making, and training. CIRB evaluation included the following modes of inquiry: document
and video review, review of interviews conducted by the Homicide Investigations Unit, and the
Office of Professional Standards (OPS), as well as CIRB questioning of certain involved members.
The OPS investigation, Homicide Unit investigation, along with testimony taken during CIRB
proceedings, established the facts under review. CIRB elected to take testimony from only
specified individuals to elicit clarifying information or obtain further explanation of details
developed in the underlying investigation.
Once CIRB testimony and fact gathering was complete, the group’s members deliberated with
the goal of reaching consensus in their findings and recommendations. Consensus does not
necessarily mean complete agreement among members on every issue, but it does mean
general agreement. All members of CIRB are encouraged to participate in discussion and
deliberation, giving fair consideration to differing points of view. This report represents the
collective judgment of the board.
Introduction
On the morning of December 1, 2016, Officers Tequida and Wilfert responded to 4750 South
Campbell to arrest Mr. Jose Barron-Gomez on a felony warrant for failure to appear on an
aggravated assault charge. During the attempted apprehension of Mr. Barron-Gomez inside
apartment #302, gunshots were exchanged between Mr. Barron-Gomez and Officer Tequida.
Officer Wilfert entered the apartment and was shot from behind a closed bedroom door. He
ultimately returned fire through the closed bedroom door as he believed Mr. Barron-Gomez was
behind the door firing at him. During this incident, Mr. Barron-Gomez and both officers sustained
gunshot wounds. Mr. Barron-Gomez was pronounced deceased at the scene. Both officers were
treated at the scene by responding personnel and subsequently transported to an area hospital.
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Issues Identified and Examined by CIRB
CIRB examined the following issues:
● Proper decision-making and tactics; potential training deficiencies; policies, and
equipment
● Supervision of the incident, both before and after the shooting
● Expectations of the Zebra Unit 1
● Supervision of the Zebra Unit
● Training provided to the Zebra Unit
● Behavioral Sciences Unit (BSU) response and services
● Use of force review
Findings
CIRB reached the following findings:
Deficiencies were identified in training, tactics, decision-making and policy.
The Zebra Unit reported to multiple supervisors and command staff resulting in a lack of clear
supervisory notification and understanding of the nature of the operation prior to the incident.
Officers Tequida and Wilfert did not develop a tactical plan prior to responding to the
apartment.
Based on prior contacts with the suspect, there was no consideration that Mr. Barron-Gomez
might be armed. The officers’ previous contact with Mr. Barron-Gomez led to complacency
during their contact with him during this incident.
De-escalation techniques were not sufficiently utilized when Mr. Barron-Gomez refused to
open the bedroom door.
Officer Tequida did not recognize the incident had become a barricaded subject situation.
All department members should receive enhanced training on critical decision-making.
Findings regarding force used in this incident:
Officer Wilfert’s decision to fire his handgun through the door was “Justified, Out of Policy.”
Officer Wilfert justified his decision to use deadly force; however his decision was out of policy
as he was unable to clearly identify the target at which he was shooting.
1

The Zebra Units are assigned to the Field Services Bureau’s various patrol divisions and are the tactical arm for
the Neighborhood Crimes Section (NCS). They are utilized at the division commander’s discretion to handle
divisional problems.
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Officer Tequida’s decision to fire his handgun at Mr. Barron-Gomez was “Justified, Within
Policy.”
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CIRB REPORT

________________________________________________________________________________
CASE OVERVIEW
On the morning of December 1, 2016, Officer Jorge Tequida #53668 and Officer Douglas Wilfert
#52282 went to 4750 South Campbell #302 to search for Jose N. Barron-Gomez who had an
outstanding felony warrant for an aggravated assault charge. Officers Tequida and Wilfert were
familiar with Mr. Barron-Gomez as they were the officers who arrested him for the aggravated
assault charge that the warrant was based on.
As they arrived at the apartment complex both officers encountered Mr. Barron-Gomez’s
father, Jose Gomez-Acedo, in the courtyard. Mr. Gomez-Acedo works as a maintenance person
for the apartment complex. Mr. Gomez-Acedo recognized Officer Tequida and Wilfert as the
officers who previously arrested his son. Officer Tequida advised Mr. Gomez-Acedo they were
there to arrest his son for an outstanding warrant. Mr. Gomez-Acedo told the officers his son
was inside of apartment #302 and gave them verbal consent to enter his apartment.
Officer Tequida entered the apartment with Mr. Gomez-Acedo. Officer Wilfert remained
outside to establish containment. Officer Tequida entered a bedroom where Mr. BarronGomez was located after obtaining the key from Mr. Gomez-Acedo. Once inside the bedroom,
gunfire was exchanged between Mr. Barron-Gomez and Officer Tequida. After hearing the
gunshots, Officer Wilfert ran inside the apartment to check on Officer Tequida. He located the
bedroom with the door closed and called out to Officer Tequida. Receiving no response, he
tried opening the door without success. He then attempted to kick the door open as shots
were fired that came through the door. Officer Wilfert responded to this by firing rounds from
his duty handgun through the bedroom door. Ultimately, Mr. Barron-Gomez, Officer Tequida,
and Officer Wilfert all sustained gunshot wounds. Mr. Barron-Gomez was pronounced
deceased at the scene.
INVOLVED PARTIES
Field Response
Officer Jorge Tequida #53668
o Operations Division South Zebra Unit
o Tenure: 3 years, 11+ months
Officer Douglas Wilfert #52282
o Operations Division South Zebra Unit
o Tenure: 7 years 5+ months
o Specialized Training: Field Training Officer
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Captain Bob Wilson #27374
o Operations Division South Division Commander
o Tenure: 29 years, 7+ months
Sergeant Steven Simmers #44535
o Operations Division South Patrol Sergeant
o Supervisor of Zebra Unit
o Tenure: 15 years, 3+ months
Investigative Response
Sergeant Marco Borboa #26742
o Homicide Investigations Unit
o Supervisor
o Criminal Case Sergeant
Behavioral Sciences Unit
Dr. Luz Cornell #51963
o Tucson Police Department Police Psychologist
o Tenure: 7 years, 9+ months
Community Member
Mr. Jose N. Barron-Gomez 03/07/1989
o Resident of 4750 South Campbell #302
o Deceased
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Captain Bob Wilson #27374

________________________________________________________________________________
Captain Wilson was interviewed by CIRB as the Divisional Commander responsible for Operations
Division South, including the Zebra Unit. The areas addressed and reviewed with Captain Wilson
were policies, supervision, and tactics as they relate to the Zebra Unit.
CIRB’s clarifying questions sought to determine:
● Captain Wilson’s expectations for the Zebra Unit;
● Who provides direction and supervision for the Zebra Unit;
● The frequency of Zebra Unit briefings.
Investigative Statement and CIRB Testimony
Captain Wilson testified regarding his expectations for the Zebra Unit. He described this unit as a
two-person team with a variety of responsibilities, primarily locating wanted persons within the
division. Typically, Zebra Officers are not responsible for responding to calls for service, but can
assist when needed because they wear an issued police uniform with identifying badge and
departmental patches. Captain Wilson compared the unit to “freelancers,” meaning their day-today operations and objectives can change at any moment and were frequently self-directed.
Captain Wilson said he seeks members for the Zebra Unit who are high performing officers that
function well with limited supervision. Previously Zebra Unit members reported to the
Neighborhood Crimes Section (NCS) Sergeant for guidance and objectives. Captain Wilson
determined this was inefficient because the NCS Sergeant primarily works in the office and is not
always available for assistance in the field. Operations Division South changed Zebra Unit
supervision from NCS to a patrol sergeant, providing “tighter supervision” and allowing for
immediate supervisory response when required. Captain Wilson encouraged daily communication
with the NCS Sergeant for intelligence sharing.
Captain Wilson explained that his division held a weekly crime intelligence meeting comprised of
the NCS Sergeant, his command staff, Zebra Unit members, the Community Response Team
Sergeant, and the Criminal Intelligence Officer. During these meetings everyone would share
intelligence, discuss crime trends, and identify wanted persons. It was common practice for the
Zebra Unit to take direction for their daily activities directly from him.
CIRB asked what additional training the Zebra Unit officers received prior to assignment with the
unit. Captain Wilson believed both his Zebra Officers had attended the Specialized Patrol Officer
Response Training (SPORT). SPORT training is an introduction into plain clothes, undercover police
work that includes how to purchase narcotics in an undercover capacity. While not aware of other
training they received, Captain Wilson believed Zebra Unit Officers could benefit from more
advanced training prior to assignment to the unit.
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Captain Wilson discussed with CIRB the importance of having a Zebra Unit within each division. In
addition to locating wanted persons they assist with pending calls and reduce future calls. He
explained that a small percentage of persons within a division can create significant increases in
crime. If the Zebra Unit successfully locates and arrests these high crime producers, they can
reduce the number of crime victims within the division, leading to a better quality of life for the
residents in the city.
Analysis
What changes, if any, are necessary for the management and training of the Zebra Unit?
CIRB determined that the Zebra Units within each division are important components of crime
reduction. CIRB believes there needs to be better communication between the Zebra Unit and
their supervisor. The supervisor needs to be apprised on daily activities involving the unit,
especially when its members are looking for violent offenders or offenders with an extensive
criminal history. The supervisor needs to oversee the planning and implementation of targeted
criminal apprehensions and other Zebra Unit activities.
CIRB found there needs to be additional training for members assigned to the Zebra Unit, to
include a tactical component instructed by members with specific tactical training, such as the
Special Weapons and Tactics (SWAT) Team.
Findings and Recommendations
CIRB recommends a tactical training component be developed and taught to Zebra Unit members
across the agency. All new personnel assigned to a Zebra Unit shall receive this same instruction
for consistency and best practices.
CIRB recommends all Zebra Unit Officers report directly to a field supervisor rather than the
Neighborhood Crimes Sergeant. This will provide better communication between the Zebra Unit
and their supervisor, and allow for quick supervisory response and oversight.
CIRB recommends that as part of the communication with their supervisor, Zebra Units develop
operations plans when they intend to search for violent offenders. The supervisor must approve
operations plans prior to implementation.
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Officer Jorge Tequida #53668

________________________________________________________________________________
Officer Tequida was interviewed by CIRB. The areas addressed and reviewed with Officer Tequida
concerned tactics, decision-making, use of force, equipment, training, and policy.
CIRB’s clarifying questions sought to determine:
● Why Officer Tequida decided to enter the bedroom alone;
● Why Officer Tequida decided to enter the bedroom without first drawing his department
issued handgun;
● What, if any, additional training could have assisted the officers in this situation;
● Whether de-escalation techniques were sufficiently utilized in this incident;
● Whether Officer Tequida’s use of deadly force was justified and within department
policy.
Investigative Statement and CIRB Testimony
Officer Tequida told the Office of Professional Standards (OPS) he had been assigned to the Zebra
Unit for over a year. He described the unit as one that “wears many hats”, but specifically focuses
on apprehending wanted persons. He testified Zebra Units were a beneficial resource to the
division, but pointed out that when the unit was first implemented with four officers they were
much more effective and able to carry out duties assigned, rather than the current arrangement of
only two officers. He described the former arrangement as being a more effective model as there
were more resources available for complicated operations from the start. He talked about how he
and Officer Wilfert conducted “workups” on all their targets prior to making contact with them. If
information established the target was a violent or high-risk offender, they would notify their
supervisor of their intentions.
Officer Tequida stated he worked for Sergeant Simmers at the time of the incident, however, he
had only been the supervisor for a couple of weeks leading up to this incident. He stated Sergeant
Simmers had not yet had the opportunity to provide him with specific expectations regarding
when he should be notified of their activities. During his tenure in the Zebra Unit, Officer Tequida
described having worked for four other sergeants and they all operated in the same manner. He
stated they would notify their supervisor if they were going to search for a high-risk offender or if
they were going to leave the division.
Officer Tequida told OPS that prior to the start of his shift, he and his partner, Officer Wilfert,
routinely checked the Spillman database 2 to see if there were any wanted persons within the
2

The Spillman database is a records management system maintained by the Pima County Sheriff’s
Department. Access can be obtained by Tucson Police Department employees and is utilized for
information sharing.
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division. As part of their typical routine he would meet with the NCS sergeant and detectives to
obtain intelligence for the day.
On the day of the incident, Officer Tequida stated he and Officer Wilfert recognized a wanted
person, Mr. Barron-Gomez, as someone they arrested previously. He remembered the interaction
with Mr. Barron-Gomez and described him as cooperative and polite. He said he had no reason to
believe this interaction would be any different. He conducted a criminal history check on Mr.
Barron-Gomez and found no indication he had previously exhibited a violent demeanor or that he
carried any firearms. Officer Tequida made it clear his previous interaction with Mr. BarronGomez was the basis for his response at the apartment the day of the shooting.
CIRB asked Officer Tequida some specific questions about his contact with Mr. Barron-Gomez.
Officer Tequida described how he conversed with Mr. Barron-Gomez through a locked bedroom
door using non-threatening language and tone. After telling Mr. Barron-Gomez that, “a judge
wants to speak to you,” he offered some time for Mr. Barron-Gomez to get ready.
When Mr. Barron-Gomez failed to respond to directions, Officer Tequida transitioned to a more
authoritative approach that included telling Mr. Barron-Gomez he would kick in the door if he did
not exit the bedroom. Mr. Barron-Gomez’s father, who stayed inside the apartment and
remained cooperative, produced a key to the bedroom door and unlocked it.
Assuming Mr. Barron-Gomez was just scared and hiding, Officer Tequida entered the bedroom
alone and without drawing his duty issued handgun. Due to the time of day, the fact that the
window was covered, and no light source in the room, the room was dark. As he pushed open the
bedroom door, Officer Tequida noticed it was blocked by a mattress, but he did not think at that
time Mr. Barron-Gomez had barricaded himself. Speaking in hindsight, Officer Tequida told CIRB
he should have recognized this was a barricaded subject situation, which requires additional
resources to contain the residence and call out the wanted person.
Officer Tequida entered the bedroom and was immediately fired upon. Officer Tequida unholstered his weapon and returned fire at the silhouette later identified as Mr. Barron-Gomez.
During the gunfire exchange Officer Tequida and Mr. Barron-Gomez switched positions inside the
bedroom placing Officer Tequida in a position facing the door as he fired his weapon.
CIRB asked whether Officer Tequida had sufficient training for his assignment. Officer Tequida
explained that Zebra Officers “learn as you go.” He acknowledged it would have been beneficial
to have had more tactical training, but testified he was adequately trained “that day.”
CIRB asked what further suggestions he could provide regarding the Zebra Unit. Officer Tequida
mentioned they are more of a tactical unit and sees the benefit of deploying and wearing tactical
vests rather than a full police uniform. He also recommended better communication with the
immediate supervisor regarding their daily activities.
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Analysis
Why did Officer Tequida make entry into the bedroom alone?
Officer Tequida had previous contact with Mr. Barron-Gomez. He described the interaction as
cooperative and polite. Officer Tequida based his approach and decision making on that previous
encounter. As a result, he did not fully appreciate the potential for danger on the date of this
incident.
Officer Tequida acknowledged he did not give any consideration to the possibility Mr. BarronGomez could be armed with a weapon. Officer Tequida believed Mr. Barron-Gomez was just
scared and hiding inside the bedroom, possibly behind or under a bed.
CIRB determined Officer Tequida’s past experience with Mr. Barron-Gomez led to erroneous
assumptions about the level of danger he posed. Those assumptions resulted in a loss of
situational awareness and less than optimal tactics.
Why did Officer Tequida enter the bedroom without drawing his department issued handgun?
As mentioned previously, Officer Tequida’s decisions that day were influenced by his previous
encounter with Mr. Barron-Gomez. Officer Tequida had no indication Mr. Barron-Gomez was
armed, causing him to decide it was not necessary to have his handgun drawn when he entered
the bedroom.
What training could have assisted the officers in this situation?
Officer Tequida advised OPS and CIRB he did not have additional training outside that of a regular
patrol officer for his work in the Zebra Unit. Officer Tequida told the CIRB additional tactical
training would benefit the Zebra Unit as their duties differ from that of a regular patrol officer. He
also recommended additional training on identifying barricaded subjects.
Were de-escalation techniques sufficiently utilized in this incident?
Officer Tequida attempted direct communication with Mr. Barron-Gomez. He described his
dialogue as non-threatening and remained intent on not increasing the anxiety for Mr. BarronGomez. He avoided using the word “arrest” so he would not scare him. After giving Mr. BarronGomez sufficient time to get ready, Officer Tequida’s dialogue became more authoritative. CIRB
finds that although Officer Tequida initially utilized de-escalation techniques to gain the
compliance of Mr. Barron-Gomez, he would have been better served to continue in that approach
for a longer period of time. By his own admission, Officer Tequida ultimately made a poor
decision by entering the bedroom.
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Was Officer Tequida’s use of deadly force justified and within department policy?
Officer Tequida was confronted with a volley of gunshots fired by Mr. Barron-Gomez almost
immediately after he entered the bedroom. He clearly faced the threat of deadly physical force
and returned fire to defend himself and Officer Wilfert. His actions were justified and consistent
with department policy.
Findings and Recommendations
Officer Tequida’s OPS and CIRB testimony revealed Zebra Units do not typically receive any
additional training outside that of a regular patrol officer. CIRB recommends a tactical training
curriculum be developed and taught to all Zebra Unit Officers. CIRB recommends this report be
used by the Training Academy as a resource to improve tactical training.
CIRB finds Officer Tequida’s actions in entering both the apartment and bedroom were not
tactically sound. Officer Tequida placed too much reliance on his prior interactions with Mr.
Barron-Gomez, resulting in him missing the potential for the situation to devolve into a barricaded
subject operation. CIRB recommends the Training Academy develop additional training for all
officers regarding identification of, and response to, barricaded subject situations.
It should be noted all officers within the agency have participated in de-escalation training and
scenarios since this incident. All officers have received training in the Critical Decision Making
Model, which provides officers information to assist in their ability to make clear and safe
decisions.
The investigation revealed that Officer Wilfert was struck in the leg when initially standing outside
the bedroom door. It was ultimately determined through the forensics investigation the round
that struck Officer Wilfert in the leg was fired by Officer Tequida.
CIRB finds Officer Tequida’s use of deadly force was Justified and Within Policy as per General
Order 2000 on Use of Force. The Pima County Attorney’s declination letter stated that “Officer
Tequida’s actions in returning fire and killing Mr. Barron-Gomez were clearly and plainly justified
under the law.”
Sustained General Order Violations
CIRB finds no sustained General Order violations regarding Officer Tequida.
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Officer Douglas Wilfert #52282

________________________________________________________________________________
Officer Wilfert was interviewed by CIRB. The areas addressed and reviewed with Officer Wilfert
concerned tactics, decision-making, use of force, equipment, training, and policy.
The CIRB’s clarifying questions sought to determine:
● Was Officer Wilfert’s decision to fire his handgun a reaction to hearing shots;
● Why Officer Wilfert shot through a closed bedroom door;
● Why Officer Wilfert positioned himself outside of the apartment where he was unable to
see his partner.
Investigative Statement and CIRB Testimony
Officer Wilfert told OPS he has been in the Zebra Unit for approximately two years and that the
unit was formerly comprised of four members. With regard to supervisor communication, he
explained he typically notified his sergeant when there was a high propensity for violence from
someone they were looking for. He said he informed his supervisor anytime the Zebra Unit was
going to leave the division or city limits. He explained they do not notify their supervisor
concerning the majority of the successful arrests they make.
On the day of this incident, Officer Wilfert stated Officer Tequida was the primary officer. This
meant Officer Tequida decided on the response and how to proceed. Officer Wilfert explained
that because Officer Tequida is a Spanish speaker, and Mr. Barron-Gomez’s father spoke Spanish,
it was natural that Officer Tequida took the lead.
Like Officer Tequida, Officer Wilfert described his previous interaction with Mr. Barron-Gomez as
cooperative. He also believed this prior experience influenced how they responded that morning.
Because Mr. Barron-Gomez was compliant during the first arrest, he expected that he would be
compliant again.
Officer Wilfert explained his responsibility that morning was to watch a closed, covered bedroom
window in order to prevent any attempted escape. He stated Officer Tequida would normally call
him on the radio to let him know what was occurring, specifically if the suspect was detained in
handcuffs. After standing outside the window for a short period of time, Officer Wilfert did not
hear anything from Officer Tequida and decided to approach the front door leaving the windows
unwatched.
As he approached the front door, he observed a male subject drinking water in the kitchen. The
apartment was dark inside, making it difficult to identify the male subject. Officer Wilfert believed
it could have been Mr. Barron-Gomez getting water before he was arrested. As Officer Wilfert
moved closer to the apartment front door, he observed Officer Tequida in a hallway. Officer
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Tequida motioned for Officer Wilfert to go back outside to the window. Officer Wilfert started
back outside toward the windows and heard one of the windows open. He thought this was
strange as it was cold outside, approximately thirty-two degrees.
As he was about to advise Officer Tequida of this new development, Officer Tequida called for him
to come back inside the apartment. As he started back inside, Officer Wilfert heard six to ten gun
shots. Officer Wilfert explained he did not have a visual of Officer Tequida but assumed he was
inside the bedroom near the hallway. Officer Wilfert stated he called out Officer Tequida’s name
several times and did not get a response. When he did not get a response from the room, he
assumed Officer Tequida was either injured or dead.
Officer Wilfert said he began to kick the door in order to enter the room but was not able to get
the door open. After several kicks to the door, someone from inside the bedroom started to fire
gunshots through the door, toward his location in the hallway. Officer Wilfert felt a sharp pain in
his right leg but did not believe he was shot and assumed it was shrapnel from the door
splintering. In response to the shots being fired in his direction, Officer Wilfert fired his handgun
at a forty-five-degree angle through the door. He did not hear any further gunshots.
Officer Wilfert explained at this point he came to the realization there was no reason for the door
to be locked or barricaded. He assumed Officer Tequida was either injured or dead and the
suspect had fired through the door to prevent apprehension. Officer Wilfert determined standing
in front of the door was no longer a safe tactical position to hold. He decided to run outside and
break the window into the bedroom to gain a visual inside the room.
Upon breaking the window and clearing the space, Officer Wilfert observed Officer Tequida
standing inside the room but could not see the suspect. Officer Wilfert knew he needed to get
inside the room. Because he did not see the suspect, he decided to go back inside the apartment
and force open the bedroom door. Officer Wilfert located the suspect on the ground near the
door and attempted to place him in handcuffs. As he was struggling with placing handcuffs on Mr.
Barron-Gomez, he asked for Officer Tequida’s help. Officer Tequida stated he had been shot in
the chest and needed to get out of the room. Officer Wilfert attempted to place handcuffs on Mr.
Barron-Gomez, however due to the amount of blood, he was only able to secure one handcuff.
Additional responding officers arrived, rendered aid to the officers, and took over the
responsibility to secure the scene from Officer Wilfert.
Officer Wilfert described his reasoning for shooting through a closed door in his criminal, OPS, and
CIRB testimony. He consistently stated his decision was not a reaction to the gunshots coming
from inside, rather a decision to stop the threat inside the bedroom. He had no reason to believe
Officer Tequida would shoot at someone through the door.
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Analysis
Why did Officer Wilfert shoot through a closed bedroom door?
Officer Wilfert’s testimony was consistent throughout all interviews. From his perspective, there
was no reason Officer Tequida would intentionally fire his gun through the door from the inside.
Officer Wilfert believed Officer Tequida was incapacitated or dead and Mr. Barron-Gomez was the
person firing through the door to prevent entry. Officer Wilfert believed a threat was inside the
bedroom and his intention was to stop that threat.
Was Officer Wilfert’s decision to fire his handgun through the door a reaction to hearing gunshots?
Officer Wilfert articulated his reasoning for firing his handgun. He stated his decision was not a
response to merely hearing gunshots through the door. He perceived an ongoing threat inside
and believed Officer Tequida was injured or dead.
Why did Officer Wilfert position himself outside of the apartment where he was unable to see his
partner?
Officer Wilfert testified he was providing containment and preventing the suspect from escaping
apprehension. CIRB finds there were communication issues between Officers Tequida and Wilfert.
They did not develop a tactical plan prior to contacting Mr. Barron-Gomez nor did they notify their
sergeant of their intentions that morning. Officer Wilfert did not recognize the situation as that of
a barricaded subject. He did, however, recognize “something seemed off” and started to call for
assistance over the police radio.
Findings and Recommendations
CIRB finds Officer Wilfert’s decision to fire his handgun through a closed door was understandable
given the difficult and dangerous circumstances he faced. The action of shooting through a closed
door could have led to potentially disastrous consequences when there was no way of knowing
what was on the other side of that door. Officers are trained to have a sight picture when they
engage a target in a lethal force encounter. They are also trained to know their backdrop and are
accountable for their round placement. Sight picture is the superimposition of the sights from a
gun on the target. In this situation, the closed door prevented Officer Wilfert from having both
sight picture or a clear understanding of the backdrop where he was firing. His actions were
inconsistent with departmental training.
Officer Wilfert’s actions were Out of Policy based on department firearms training protocols.
Since this incident, the department General Order for use of force has been updated. General
Order 2040 now states that officers “exercise reasonable care that their actions do not precipitate
an unnecessary, unreasonable, or disproportionate use of force by placing themselves or others in
jeopardy, or by not following policy or training;" and that they “continually assess the situation
and changing circumstances, and adjust the use of force appropriately.”
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Though his decision to fire without properly identifying a target is not consistent with department
policy, CIRB finds Officer Wilfert’s belief that he faced a deadly threat inside the room provides an
understandable rationale for his actions. His description of the bedroom door being locked or
barricaded factored into CIRB’s decision. This is supported by the Pima County Attorney’s
declination letter which states “Officer Wilfert’s actions were justified in an attempt to save the
life of Officer Tequida.”
CIRB recommends the Training Academy develop comprehensive training and accompanying
scenarios for all department members to increase their ability to recognize and respond to
barricaded subject situations.
Sustained General Order Violations
CIRB finds that although the Pima County Attorney found Officer Wilfert’s decision to use lethal
force was Justified, he was Out of Policy when he shot through the door without knowing the
positioning of the suspect and Officer Tequida. He was in violation of department training policies
and therefore in violation of General Order 1330.02 Obedience to General Orders, Procedures and
Policies Required.
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Dr. Luz Cornell #51963

________________________________________________________________________________
Doctor Cornell was interviewed by CIRB to address and review Behavior Sciences Unit (BSU) policy
and supervision.
CIRB sought to determine:
● If there were any areas of BSU response that can be improved upon;
● If there are any recommendations or suggestions for using critical incident debriefs.
Investigative Statement and CIRB Testimony
BSU typically responds to all officer involved shootings and major critical incidents to provide
support and resources to involved members and their families. The unit is comprised of a police
psychologist and two peer support sergeants. Their role includes reaching out to all department
members involved in a critical incident, including Communications Department employees, as well
as the Crime Scene Technicians involved in processing the scenes.
Dr. Cornell stated the overall BSU response was adequate given the resources they had at the
time. She had one available sergeant to assist her in responding to the hospital. There were no
members to respond to the incident scene. She felt the response to the hospital was the priority
as it was the location of the injured officers and their families.
Dr. Cornell raised concerns regarding BSU staffing. She stated she would have preferred another
BSU member to be simultaneously present at the incident scene. To address this concern, Dr.
Cornell presented her idea of an auxiliary BSU team comprised of commissioned personnel
available to respond when needed. These auxiliary members would be trained specifically by BSU
to ensure consistency. This idea was proposed to the Chief of Staff, as well as the Field Services
Bureau Assistant Chief. Deputy Chief Kasmar indicated he would review the status of this program
and potential future implementation.
Dr. Cornell was asked to address the benefit of group critical incident debriefings. She mentioned
people involved in a critical incident respond differently in a variety of circumstances. She
suggested there cannot be a specific policy that is applicable to everyone. If there are critical
group debriefings provided to involved members, she discussed the importance of having legal
counsel apprised of the idea prior to the investigation being completed.
Analysis
How could the BSU response be enhanced?
CIRB determined an auxiliary BSU team would be beneficial to the organization. This incident
demonstrated that BSU resources may be needed at various locations simultaneously and that an
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auxiliary component would allow for additional BSU services beyond the current staff of three to
be deployed.
What benefit does a critical incident debriefing create for department personnel?
CIRB recognizes the importance of group critical incident debriefings. The timelines suggested for
this type of debriefing will vary upon the specific circumstances of each critical incident, but
should be conducted in a timely manner whenever possible.
Findings and Recommendations
The board recommends the establishment of an auxiliary BSU Team per Dr. Cornell’s
recommendation. CIRB recommends that the department take steps to create this unit.
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GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS
AND FINDINGS

________________________________________________________________________________
Policy
The Tucson Police Department restructured not only the training curriculum, but the overall
approach to training in 2017. This included a transition to the use of module-based training.
These one-hour blocks of instruction, taught by commanders, provide officers with updated
policies, procedures, and new techniques. The goal of module-based training is to provide
training in a more intimate setting where officers can engage and easily ask questions. With
the module-based training, officers received approximately 40 hours of additional instruction
separate from the annual advanced officer training (AOT) required each year. Instruction in
2017 focused on a revision to the department’s use of force policy, including the key concepts
of de-escalation, provocation, and proportionality.
Additionally, officers were introduced to the Critical Decision-Making (CDM) Model. This block
of instruction includes a decision-making model that incorporates department policies into the
decision-making process. Teaching the new decision making model involves numerous practical
scenarios that allow officers to use the new approach in a variety of situations.
CIRB identified a lack of operating procedures associated with Zebra Unit Officers. In order to
provide all officers assigned to Zebra Units with consistent and documented operating
procedures, CIRB recommends a Zebra Unit manual be developed with the Zebra Unit Officers
providing input.
Equipment
The CIRB found no equipment discrepancies that affected the outcome of this incident.
Officers had various forms of lethal and less lethal munitions available to them.
Training
One of the areas of concern discussed during this CIRB was that both involved officers failed to
recognize the encounter had become a barricaded subject situation. The Training Academy
developed comprehensive training and accompanying scenarios for all department members to
increase their ability in recognizing and responding to barricaded subject situations. In the
Spring 2018 session of AOT, officers received training where they were confronted with a
barricaded subject incident. During this scenario, they had to show effective communication
skills as a team and demonstrate the ability to de-escalate and determine the appropriate
application of deadly force.
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CIRB also recognized the lack of additional training Zebra Unit Officers received prior to their
assignment to the unit. CIRB recommends all Zebra Unit Officers receive additional training to
include tactical training, CIT (Crisis Intervention Training), barricaded subjects, search and
seizure, surveillance, Spillman, and computer training. CIRB also recommends Zebra Unit
Officers participate in SPORT training, which provides surveillance and introduction to
undercover police work.
Use of Force
Use of force was a focal point of this CIRB review. Both officers encountered a lethal force
situation which unfolded quickly when Mr. Barron-Gomez decided to utilize lethal force against
Officer Tequida. The lethal force utilized by Officer Tequida was found by CIRB to be Justified.
CIRB determined that Officer Wilfert’s use of lethal force was understandable given the
complex and difficult circumstances, but that this use of lethal force was inconsistent with
department policy and training.
Supervision
CIRB determined that Zebra Unit Officers report to many people within a division. They receive
direction from the NCS sergeants and detectives, divisional command staff, and field sergeants.
CIRB recommends the Zebra Unit be assigned to and report to one field sergeant. Their
assigned sergeant can act as liaison with other members of the division wishing to utilize the
Zebra Unit and act as the facilitator for their services.
CIRB also identified a lack of critical communication between the Zebra Unit Officers and the
field supervisor. The field sergeant was completely unaware of the Zebra Unit Officers’ plan to
arrest Mr. Barron-Gomez. CIRB recommends all pre-planned Zebra Unit arrest operations be
discussed and approved by their sergeant prior to initiating activity. This includes tactics,
planning, and expectations. CIRB also recommends operational plans be completed as part of
any pre-planned tactical activity.
Tactics
CIRB identified a number of tactical deficiencies. The officers lost situational awareness and
displayed some complacency due, in part, to a positive outcome with a previous contact with
Mr. Barron-Gomez. The Southern Arizona Law Enforcement Training Center (SALETC) instructs
all officers in basic training tactics. Such topics include contact/cover and containment. Officer
Tequida realized in hindsight he was dealing with a barricaded subject and that the appropriate
response would have been to have everyone exit the apartment, contain the apartment, and
attempt to call out Mr. Barron-Gomez.
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Wellness/BSU
CIRB recommends that Dr. Cornell’s proposal for an auxiliary peer support team be further
evaluated and developed for implementation by the Administrative Resources Division chain of
command.
CIRB finds merit in the group critical debriefing concept and recommends it be evaluated and
developed for implementation by the Administrative Resources Division chain of command.
Officer Wilfert asked for the opportunity to reach out to other department members involved
in critical incidents throughout their careers. CIRB recommends BSU reach out to those
members who have been involved in a critical incident and who wish to serve as peer support
member so such a list can be developed.
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CIRB DIRECTION and ACTION ITEMS

________________________________________________________________________________
The findings and recommendations of CIRB will be forwarded to the affected members’ chain(s) of
command for review and appropriate action. Recommendations impacting equipment, training,
and policy will be forwarded to the appropriate units and the academy for prompt action.
Implementation will be monitored and tracked by the Audit and Best Practices Unit.
CIRB recommends additional training for all officers regarding identifying and responding to
barricaded subjects.
Administrative Support Bureau Assistant Chief Eric Kazmierczak will have oversight of this
recommendation.
Post incident, Field Services Bureau Assistant Chief Kevin Hall provided direction to standardize
reporting and management of Zebra Unit resources. CIRB recommends these expectations be
memorialized in an appendix to the updated Community Response Team Manual.
Field Services Bureau Assistant Chief Kevin Hall will have oversight of this recommendation.
The BSU recommendations will be reviewed for potential implementation.
Administrative Services Bureau Assistant Chief Eric Kazmierczak will have oversight of the listed
recommendations.
The CIRB finds Officer Wilfert violated General Order 1330.02.
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CIRB MEMBERS

______________________________________________________________________________

Chairperson, Deputy Chief Chad Kasmar
Vice Chair, Captain Joe Puglia
Scribe, Lieutenant Robert Garza
Member, Lieutenant Michelle Pickrom
Member, Lieutenant Jennifer Pegnato
Member, Lieutenant Alisa Cunningham
Peer Officer, Officer Ryan Azuelo
City Attorney, Ms. Julianne Hughes
City Attorney, Ms. Rebecca Cassen
Legal Advisor, Ms. Lisa Judge
Independent Police Auditor, Ms. Liana Perez
Community Member, Ms. Margo Susco

Non-Voting Observers
TPOA Grievance Chair, Officer Don Jorgenson
Office of Professional Standards, Sergeant Luis Campos
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APPENDICES

__________________________________________________________________________
● Appendix A – 2017 Advanced Officer Training CDM
● Appendix B – 2018 Spring Advanced Officer Training Scenarios
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Appendix A

__________________________________________________________________________
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Appendix B

________________________________________________________________________________

Spring 2018 AOT Scenarios
Bar Scenario 1
Off Duty Officer
Required Props: (2 SIRT Pistols, 2 black painted handguns and officer badge)
The students will be dispatched to an Unknown Trouble inside the Bar (which for this scenario
will be a Circle K during regular business hours). A caller said he saw what looked like a fight
breaking out in the store. He did not want to get involved directly as it looked pretty heated so
he continued to walk by and called 911. No contact with the store via phone at this time.
Role Player Instructions
(2 role players: 1 Officer role player for the Off Duty role, 1 other role player for proned out
subject.)
Role players will be staged inside the bar to the west side behind a mat wall as to not be seen
right away on entry by the students. A role player will be face down on the ground with his/her
arm facing the front of the bar tucked under them. A gun will be placed on the ground out of
reach but in front of that role player. As students approach inside of the bar near the counter,
the Officer role player will have his/her gun pointed at the role player on the ground and will be
giving commands (“show me your hands”, “don’t reach for the gun”, etc.). Proned out role
player will keep the hand tucked until they see the students then will begin complying with the
other role player’s commands. Officer role player will continue giving commands until the
students address them and then will comply with whatever orders they are given. As the
Officer role player starts to comply with the students’ commands he/she will raise their badge
and repeatedly state, “Off Duty”, “Law Enforcement”. At this point both role players will
continue to be compliant with all student commands until instructor ends scenario.
Scenario ends when students have directed the Officer role player in to a position of
disadvantage (proned out, on their knees, hand cuffed) or at least showed they were
comfortable with the measures that role player took to identify themselves as law
enforcement, and the students hand cuff the proned out role player.
Critical Points
Articulation for the students is must. Why did you do or not do something?
1. As the students approached, did they see the Officer role player’s gun and come on target
while seeking cover?
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2. Did the students hear the Officer role player’s verbal commands and view their actions
(information gathering) in order to recognize the role player was likely some type of law
enforcement agent?
3. Talk through the students’ actions regarding controlling the Officer role player. If students
did not detain the role player, why not? Until the student can verify the person is who they say
they are the student needs to control that potential unknown.
4. Cover Contact when handcuffing subjects.
Bar Scenario 2
Domestic Violence/Operational Momentum
The students will be dispatched to a Domestic Violence call at the Bar. They will be instructed
that for this scenario the bar is a residential home. Students will approach the residence at the
back door (north door). Neighbors have called 911 reporting a male and female yelling/arguing
inside. The caller also stated it sounded like furniture or other items were being thrown around
inside.
Role Player Instructions
5-6 role players: 1 male and 1 female for the DV subjects. 3-4 other role players as family
members attending a family party.
DV role players will be positioned at the open end of the bar top and will be yelling/arguing as
students approach the back door. Male DV role player will state “I’m going to kill you”, “I’ll slit
your throat.”
As students enter the residence, male DV role player will grab female DV role player from
behind and put a knife to her neck. He will pull her around the corner to the front of the bar
and in to the bathroom, closing the door behind them. Other role players will be positioned in
the officers’ pathway in an attempt to slightly delay the officers’ movement toward the DV role
players. The suspect will be yelling about the knife and the male taking the female in to the
other room. This will ensure the students are aware of the situation in case they did not get a
clear view of what happened.
Once behind the closed door, both DV role players will immediately move to the West wall of
the bathroom farthest away from the door and remain silent until officers make an attempt to
talk to them. Male will be agitated and yell his responses to the officers, female will remain
silent the entire time. After a couple seconds male will state, “I’m done with this, she’s going to
die”, “I’m going to slit her throat”. Scenario will end when the students attempt to open the
door, or if the students do not open the door after the male repeats his threats from behind the
closed door.
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Critical Points
Articulation is a must. Ask them why did or did not do something? What would have changed
their decisions?
1. If the students did not immediately try to breach the door, did they realize they now had a
barricaded subject? and try to de-escalate the situation by remaining calm and not yelling back
at the subjects or other role players?
2. Did students control their Operational Momentum enough to realize opening the door would
have escalated the situation?
3. Did students slow down and communicate clearly (use of Tactical Communication)?
4. If students initially held off at the door and tried to talk to the male DV role player, did they
cue off his additional threats from behind the door (verbal stimulus) and attempt to open the
door at that time?
5. Are the students able to effectively articulate why they did, or did not, breach the door?
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GENERAL ORDER DEFINITION

________________________________________________________________________________
1330.2 Obedience to General Orders, Procedures and Policies Required
All members shall observe and obey all laws, City Administrative Directives, Department General
Orders, Department procedures and policies, as well as any procedures and policies established by
their Commanders.
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